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o, all you wonderful people ... I've been doing weights for three weeks
now. I really like how I feel after a workout, even though there isn't
much visible result yet. It's different than all the other exercise things.
I've done, I do feel more manly, yeah!
I am finding as I more consciously exercise my "male"-self in public that he is a lot
more outgoing and self-assured than the female construct I'd been using for social
interaction all these years. That one is, always shy, self-effacing, insecure ... and
no wonder! Not because it was particularly "feminine" ... it wasn't. But it's a
construct, an act, not real. It couldn't have self-confidence: it didn't have a self!
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I am finding as I more
consciously exercise my "male"self in public that he is a lot
more outgoing and self-assured
than the female construct I'd
been using ...

Now I understand better also why people have often thought of me as secure and powerful, even though my own self-image was that
of powerless and afraid. They were seeing the real me underneath, which I had hidden from myself. I've also been noticing something
else neat - as I become more comfortable in my social male-self, I am enjoying and appreciating the company of genetic women a lot
more. I'm thinking that there's not that subconscious pressure to be "one of them" and the subsequent discomfort because I never did,
so I can relax and enjoy them as "other". It's great! In fact, that's been holding in a lot of social situations ... if I find myself feeling
uncomfortable with an attractive guy, or a woman talking about "us women", or just walking down the street, I remind myself I'm a boy,
I'm other, and I get this smile on my face and get all relaxed.
I'm out to a few of my best friends and my son, and as of last week, to all the people in the house where I live (six people). People are
being wonderful with me, accepting, asking questions, thinking, dealing with it, even if they don't really understand. Of course, that is the
mode of the house and of my friends ... come to think of it, it's the reason I chose them in the first place.
My ideal is to present as I am, to be true to myself, whatever part of myself may be operating at the time. I don't want to try to pretend
to be some idea of a "man" any more than I want to continue the false construct of a "woman" that I was using before. I want to explore
freely the ways of the person that is me. Who I know is definitely not a "woman", (even though the physical cues do confuse people and
who is some kind of man, although not in the mode of the dominant culture in this country. I know I'm lucky that the genetic men, who
are the people I mostly hang out with, are also not in the mode of the dominant culture ... they are silly, loving, warm, sexy, accepting
art techno geeks, so I have great models to follow as I bring myself literally out of the woods and into the company of other people.
My goal is to have top surgery by this time next year. Although with my attitude, I think I may not be getting it through Benjamin
standards!
That is the statement that made my housemates wake up and take notice, even though for weeks I'd been talking about my gender
stuff and put my poem and manifesto as an art display on the wall outside my room and all. It is interesting that I haven't changed since
that statement, but as my housemates and friends come to terms with it, their behaviour towards me changed and it helped me feel
more comfortable in exploring my behaviour.
I know I'm lucky to be able to do this ... I don't have a straight job to deal with or disapproving family to fight. My motto the last few
years has been, "hey, I'm an artist, I can do anything I want!"
Got my head shaved at the party, it's cold! You can see why, there's these veins running all over, right close to the surface, heat
dissipation for that overactive brain. But then you have the hair to keep the heat in. Make up your mind, bod!
So now I wear a hat all the time, cause it's cold. But I do like the new do. Major! I really don't know why, I just like it, it looks normal for
me, it looks like me. Who ever woulda thought?
Another weird thing is that when I look at myself in the bathroom mirror, I look bizarre ... some old wrinkled geek with a bald blue head,
but when I look at myself in the hall mirror only six feet away, I look major cool, and I grin at myself.
When I looked really scary in the bathroom mirror was with the black lines on my non-hairline. (I'm going to have to ask the line maker
what exactly was the point of those lines!
The head shaving event was major wonderful. (why am I using the word "major" so much?) Hey, this is my "today" file, I can write
however I want). Anyway, I had it planned for a month, that I would shave my head at the party. And that I wanted lots of people around
that I cared about, and that it would be a signifier for me of the beginning of major physical and psychological change, culminating in

the surgery on 15th March. And it happened! I was worried I wouldn't recognise the right time, but I did, caught the wave, surround by
warm male bodies all happy, and a sober and trusted person to oversee the job.
I danced a lot too. It's been a long time since I danced at a party. It's the first time I ever enjoyed dancing with people.
I'm not sure exactly what got me to dance ... I was a little toasted, but that hasn't ever helped before. I do remember standing on the
edge, as usual, bouncing up and down to the music, as usual, and wishing, as usual, that I wasn't too self-conscious to dance, and
then I had a kind of vision of a tribal thing, of initiation ceremonies, and realised that it was all men out there dancing, and went "ah!"
and started in.
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